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The topicality of the research. International relations are combination of economic, political, law, diplomatic, military and other affairs between different countries, institutions and movements in the international field. Nowadays they reached the highest difficulty category and are followed by specific dynamism which is determined by appearance of global scale new characters and new tendencies. Global policy and diplomacy are defined by transnational corporations, powerful international institutions, different national unions, global webs which unite our planet in one information space, in peculiar aggregation items, spreading and controlling high technologies. Much turns on correct development of diplomatic service and diplomatic officials qualification. Creation of convincing apanages for perfection of all international policy departments activity is a matter of national importance for renewing Russia as far as the result of international relations and global policy in common is determined not only by social circumstances but also by subjective things such as image, dignity, aauthority, qualification and political will power of those people who resolve in every state affairs and especially in international ones. As of today development of globalization process, events within internationa society become more and more significant than the same process within society of particular state. So the topicality of the research deals with all mentioned above.
The purpose of work is to investigate diplomatic relations between Russia and Latin America countries.

Research objectives:
- Take up the diplomacy specific features in modern world;
- Learn russian diplomacy: genesis, operation specific features in modern world;
- Define the Russian Federation interests towards Latin America;
- Find out modern factors of the Russian Federation diplomacy towards Latin America.

Scientific novelty of the research is determined by its aim and goals and considered in finding out political and economic risk for the Russian Federation within the relationship with Latin America countries.

The structure of the research logically represents the order of the research realization. Graduation qualification work consists of introduction, two chapters each of three paragraphs, conclusion and cited literature of 75 references as well as 18 in foreign languages. The volume of the paper is 62 typescript pages.

Summary: As modern factors of the Russian Federation diplomacy towards Latin America we can consider the following:

Firstly, Russia resolves the same issues as Latin America courtiers. They are: exit and strengthening on inner and international markets, growth of its geopolitical status and potential as active state member of international political and economic process.

Secondly, Russian and its Latin America partners take risks to stay face to face with tomorrow’s political coalition in view of the modern world tendency to build up coalitions and form substate economic and political unions. Thus Russia and its Latin America colleagues can turn out to be just an object in future worlds transformation not an actor of these political and economic events.

The third reason drops out of the first two. Factor which reconciles interests of Russia and Latin America countries is considered in poly-centric involvement of
modern world and creation of curbing mechanism of USA geopolitical intentions as this country is an obvious leader both in military and politico-economic spheres.